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Abstract 
 
It is known that the DEA multipliers model does not allow a unique solution for the weights.  This is 
due to the absence of unique derivatives in the extreme-efficient points, which is a consequence of the 
piecewise linear nature of the frontier.  In this paper we propose a method to solve this problem, 
consisting of changing the original DEA frontier for a new one, smooth (with continuous derivatives at 
every point) and closest to the original frontier.  We present the theoretical development for the general 
case, exemplified with the particular case of the BCC model with one input and one output. The 
3-dimensional problem is briefly discussed.  Some uses of the model are summarised, and one of them, 
a new Cross-Evaluation model, is presented. 
 
Keywords:  smoothed frontier, tradeoffs, Ritz method. 
 
 
Resumo 
 
O formulação dos multiplicadores para os modelos DEA não admite múltiplas soluções ótimas. Este 
fato pode ser interpretado no dual (modelo do envelope), como a inexistência derivadas nas DMUs 
extremo-eficientes, sendo esta propriedade, por seu turno, uma conseqüência da fronteira eficiente ser 
linear por partes. Neste artigo propõe-se substituir a fronteira original por outra, tão perto dela quanto 
possível, mas continuamente diferenciável. Nesta fronteira os multiplicadores sempre serão únicos para 
cada DMU. A teoria geral é deduzida e aplicada ao caso particular do modelo BCC com uma entrada e 
uma saída. A possível generalização do modelo é brevemente discutida, e são listadas algumas possíveis 
aplicações. É exemplificada uma das aplicações, a saber, um novo modelo de avaliação cruzada. 
 
Palavras-chave:  fronteira suavizada, razões de compensação, método de Ritz. 
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1. Introduction 
The multiplier model approach for DEA models is done via a Linear Programming Problem 
(LPP), which leads to multiple optimal solutions for the extreme-efficient DMUs. This 
multiplicity of solutions is often ignored in analyses or, sometimes a brief reference is made 
to it. Even so the first values found by the LPP method are used (Thanassoulis, 1993; 
Chilingerian, 1995). 
What is sought is a method of resolution of this ambiguity in the determination of the 
weights, in such a form that each DMU has a single set of weights, allowing us to know the 
relative importance of each input or output. 
To solve this problem it is necessary to interpret the weights in the dual model, that is, 
the envelopment model. Using the theorem of complementary slacks, it is possible to show 
that the weights correspond to the coefficients of the hyperplane which is tangent at each 
point of the efficient frontier, called the supporting hyperplane (Lins & Angulo-Meza, 
2000). 
Let us consider a DEA model where xik are the inputs and yjk the outputs; *ikv  and 
*
jku  are the 
input and output coefficients which maximise the efficiency. The equation of the hyperplane 
tangent to the radial projection of DMU k can be written as ∑ ∑ =−
j i
ikikjkjk xvyu 0
** , in the 
CCR model, and *
** uxvyu
j i
ikikjkjk −=−∑ ∑ , in the BCC model, both input oriented. The 
latter sentence proofs that the problem of determining a single set of weights in the multiplier 
model is equivalent to determining a hyperplane tangent in the envelopment model, for 
which is necessary to calculate the partial derivatives in all points of the frontier. The 
discontinuity of the derivatives at the piecewise linear frontier is an intrinsic property of the 
DEA methodology (Rosen et al., 1998). 
The problem of choosing one solution from an infinity of optimal solutions was tackled by 
Doyle & Green (1995) to deal with cross evaluation, although proposing extreme 
alternatives: one aggressive model and the other benevolent.  Charnes et al. (1985) proposed 
the arbitrary use of a single value for the derivatives via a calculation of a weighted average, 
based on the baricenters of the competing hypersurfaces. The super-efficiency model 
(Andersen & Petersen, 1993) also provides a unique set of weights for each DMU. This 
model has several drawbacks; for instance, it leads to an unfeasible LPP for some extreme-
efficient DMUs. 
This paper presents a less arbitrary way to solve the problem. We replace the frontier 
calculated in the DEA model by another that accepts a tangent hyperplane at all its points, 
but which maintains the majority of the original DEA frontier properties. One property that 
we want to preserve is that the new frontier and the original one are determined by the 
same efficient DMUs. In some cases, this leads to a infeasible mathematical programming 
problem. In these cases, we must guarantee that the efficient DMU with the greatest 
distance to the smooth frontier is as closest as possible from it. This leads to a MinMax 
problem. 
Since the only points on the frontier where there is no slope are the extreme-efficient DMUs 
(Charnes et al., 1988), which represent “corners” of the hypersurface, what is sought is to 
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smooth these corners. In the literature we can find some smoothing problems in the 
framework of the non-linear programming (Koohyun & Yong-Sik, 1998; Gal, 1992).  These 
approaches have a different goal from the one needed in DEA. 
Thus, this paper presents a methodology for the determination of a single value for the 
tradeoffs (and, therefore, for the multipliers), determining a new efficient frontier on which it 
is possible to calculate directional derivatives at all the points. In order to develop a 
formulation for this problem it is necessary to characterise what is understood by two 
frontiers close to each other, that is, a study in Functional Analysis, or the study of standard 
topology of functions sets. 
 
2. Topology of the Problem 
2.1 Inadequacy of classical topologies 
A metric (or distance) between two elements a and b of a set A (where a and b can be points, 
functions, vectors, etc.) is a function ( )bad ,  with the following properties: 
1. ( ) 0, ≥bad ; ( ) 0, =bad  if and only if ba =  
2. ( ) ( )abdbad ,, =  
3. ( ) ( ) ( )cbdbadcad ,,, +≤  (triangular inequality) 
In the case of a DEA frontier the set A is composed of vector functions, from ℜn to ℜm (each 
coordinate of the vector is an output) with various independent variables (each one an input). 
Besides, the function should have certain smoothness characteristics that lead to the 
continuity of 1st order derivatives. One way to assure that this continuity exists is to be sure 
about the existence of 2nd order derivatives. This is somewhat constraining, but allows the 
usual Variational Calculus equations to be used. The theoretical considerations to be made 
are not affected if only output and various inputs are taken in consideration. This is the same 
as saying that we are going to consider the set of multi-variable functions 
( ) ( )XFxxxxFZ ni r== ,...,,...,, 21  with second order partial derivatives. 
Two traditional metrics for the set A are those analogous to the Euclidean and Tchebycheff 
ones (Prenter, 1975). Take two functions ( )XFZ r=1  and ( )XGZ r=2 , that exists in a region 
R. The Euclidean and Tchebycheff metrics are defined by the following relationships: 
• ( ) ( )∫ −=
R
dxZZGFd 221,  
• ( ) nXZZGFd ℜ∈∀−= r     max, 21  
Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of these metrics. The first of them is related to 
the shaded area, the second is equal to the segment AB. 
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y = g(x)
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Figure 1 – Example of functional metrics. 
 
Basically, the first metric considers that two functions are close if on average the difference 
between the two is small, despite some occasional high values. In the second metric, two 
functions are close if the largest difference between them is small. Despite their differences, 
the two have in common that they take only into consideration the values of the functions, 
leaving aside the values of their derivatives (Figure 2). However, in the present problem the 
important point is exactly the calculation of the derivatives. Not only should the function that 
represents the new frontier be close to the original frontier (for the calculated efficiencies not 
to be substantially different), but its slops should also have similar values to the original 
ones, wherever they existed. 
 
x
y
y = f(x)
y = g(x)
 
Figure 2 – Functions that are close, but with dissimilar derivatives. 
 
To take into simultaneous consideration the distance between two functions and their 
derivatives, a metric must be established that takes into account the distances between the 
functions and between their derivatives. Using the above mentioned metrics, this can be done 
as follows: 
• ( ) ( ) ( ) 

 −−= ∫∫
RR
dxZZdxZZGFd 221
2
21 '',max,  
• ( ) [ ] nXZZZZGFd ℜ∈∀−−= r    '' max,  maxmax, 2121  
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This approach presents two problems. The first one is the introduction of highly complex 
calculations; the second one is related to the existence of points that represent extreme-
efficient DMUs. These are the ones of concern to this paper. However, derivatives do not 
exist in all frontier points.  So, it does not make sense to evaluate the distances between the 
two derivative functions. 
 
2.2 Proposed topology and its properties 
Due to the problems that were pointed out in the approach described hereabove, means to 
determine the proximity between functions are required. These should not be the traditional 
and should be useful in the problem of smoothing the DEA frontier. This can be done by 
starting off with the case of one input and one output (which can be represented two-
dimensionally) to be followed by a generalisation for higher dimensions. 
In the two-dimensional case, a frontier region that contains 2 consecutive efficient DMUs is 
a segment of a straight line. Since the segment of a straight line is the shortest arc length 
between two points, any other curve that connects 2 points will have a greater arc length, 
greater still for greater divergences from the straight line. Besides, the more it oscillates in 
the neighbourhood of the segment (implying the existence of derivatives whose value is 
substantially different from the slope of the straight line of the segment) the greater the arc 
length will be. Hence, if we use the differences between arc lengths to determine whether or 
not the smoothed frontier is located in the neighbourhood of the original frontier we are 
bound to consider both the function and the derivative values. Since the original frontier is 
made up of a set of straight segments connected in a chain, and since the straight line 
segment is the shortest Euclidean distance between two points, it is not necessary to calculate 
the arc length difference between the original frontier and the smoothed frontier. We only need 
to minimise the arc length of the smoothed frontier to guarantee its proximity to the original. 
Before continuing with this reasoning and generalising it, some potential problems need to 
be looked into. For this, consider a function f represented in the interval [a, b] by a certain 
curve. Further consider a function g defined in the same interval and such that 
g = f + c, c ∈ ℜ .  It can immediately be shown that the graphical representation of g is 
obtained from that of f with a simple translation (Figure 3). Since the arc length does not 
vary with the translation, the difference between the arc lengths between f and g is zero yet 
the functions are not equal. Symbolically, d( f ,g) = 0 and  f ≠ g , which contradicts the first 
property of metrics. Thus, the arc length difference does not generate a metric. 
 
x
y
y = g(x)
y = f(x)
x1 x2
dx
dx
dgdx
dx
df x
x
x
x
∫∫ +=+
2
1
2
1
22
11
 
Figure 3 – Non-variance of arc length in translation. 
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Even if the two functions are forced to have the same values at the interval extremes (which 
means that, for the same input, an extreme-efficient DMU produces the same output on the 
two frontiers being considered) we still do not get a metric (Figure 4). In fact, a function h 
obtained from f by symmetry about the straight line which joins the two efficient DMUs, 
continues to have the same arc length as f. Once again, we have two distinct functions with a 
zero difference in their arc lengths. 
 
x
y
x1 x2
y = f(x)
y = h(x)
dx
dx
dhdx
dx
df x
x
x
x
∫∫ +=+
2
1
2
1
22
11
 
Figure 4 – Arc length equality in symmetry. 
 
Although the arc length does not generate a metric, it does generate a non-metric topology 
(Lipschutz, 1968). We should not speak of distance between two frontiers, but only of 
proximity, or of belonging to a neighbourhood. 
 
2.3 Consequences of the properties of the topology proposed in DEA models 
The non-metric properties of the topology based on arc length can present some difficulties 
in their use in general mathematical problems. However, due to the DEA frontier 
characteristics, it is possible to get around these difficulties in the frontier-smoothing 
problem. The intent is to approximate a region of the smoothed frontier of a facet (Olesen & 
Petersen, 1996) of the original frontier, which in the two-dimensional case is a segment of 
straight line. A segment of a straight line is the only solution to the problem of minimising 
the arc length between two points in an Euclidean geometry. There is only a way in which 
the arc length of any curve that joins two points is equal to the arc length of the straight line 
segment: the curve is that very straight line segment. Thus, in the specific case of DEA 
frontier smoothing (in which the curve distances are minimised to only-straight-line 
segments) we can come to the conclusion that the first condition for the definition of a metric 
set is obeyed. This conclusion can be generalised to higher dimensional orders. For example, 
in the case of two inputs and one output the arc length is replaced by the area of a surface, 
and the straight-line segment by a triangle. 
The problem illustrated in Figure 4 determines another property for the function set resulting 
from the topology based on the arc length. The fact that at least two functions with the same 
boundary conditions and the same arc length exist means that there cannot be a neighbourhood 
of one which does not contain the other. In other words, the function set with topology based 
on arc length is not Hausdorff separable (Hausdorff, 1949). Now in this type of set it may not 
be possible to distinguish between two elements by their topological properties, which forces 
additional constraints (e.g. convexity) on the problem of arc length minimisation, so as to 
avoid unwanted solutions. 
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3. The Smoothed DEA Frontier 
3.1 General formulation 
The problem of smoothing a DEA frontier with only one output consists of looking for a 
function which minimises the arc length (or its n-dimensional generalisation), which contains 
the Pareto efficient DMUs and which has second order partial derivatives at all its points. For 
ease of computation, the square of the arc length may be minimised without changing the 
result. We then have the variational problem given in (I), in which xi represents the inputs 
and ( )XF r  is the output. 
To solve this problem we must know the equations of all the facets. This can be done using 
the method proposed by Fukuda (1993). This method grows exponentially in complexity 
with increase of the number of inputs and outputs. 
( ) ( ) { }
i
j
jjj
R i i
x
FX
XXEXXoutputXF
dS
x
FL
∂
∂∃∀
=∈∀=








∂
∂+= ∫ ∑
   ,
DMUefficient  Pareto a is  :   ,
st
1min
2
r
rrrrr  (I) 
It is particularly important that for the last constraint of (I) we make sure of the existence of 
the derivatives at the points corresponding to the extreme-efficient DMUs, because these are 
the points of discontinuity of the derivatives on the original frontier. 
This is a problem of Variational Calculus (minimisation of a function), which can be reduced 
to the solution of a partial differential equation, within the given boundary conditions. The 
differential equation that solves a variational problem is called the “Euler-Lagrange 
Equation”. In the present case this is ∑ =∂
∂=∇
i ix
FF 02
2
2  (Elsgolts, 1980). 
This is the well-known n-dimensional Laplace equation (Farlow, 1993), that must be solved 
with suitable boundary conditions. Since the topology used does not ensure the Hausdorff 
separation, additional boundary conditions are necessary to characterise properly the 
problem. These additional conditions will be obtained from the properties of each DEA 
model being used.  In the next section we will proof that such solution does not exist. 
 
3.1.1 The one output BCC model 
The existence of only one output allows us to write O = f(I) .   To ensure that f is really a 
function, its graphical representation cannot have vertical regions, i.e., there can be no Pareto 
inefficient regions on the smoothed frontier. 
The fact that this is a BCC model (Banker et al., 1984) means that the frontier is convex and 
that requires that 02
2
≤∂
∂
ix
F , as a corollary of the average value theorem (Mumem, 1984). 
This additional constraint leads to the following theorem: 
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Theorem 
The problem of smoothing the Pareto efficient frontier with a topology based on arc 
length, in a BCC model with one output, is either meaningless, or has no solution. 
Proof: 
a) The second derivatives are valued at zero. In this case the frontier is a hyperplane that 
contains all the efficient DMUs. The original frontier already has smooth 
characteristics, and the problem is meaningless. 
b) In at least one point, one of the second derivatives is negative. Since the other second 
derivatives are negative or zero, their sum is negative, which contradicts the Laplace 
equation. 
Symbolically, 0  and  ,0 : 0 222
2
2 =∇<−=∂
∂=∇≠∃ ∑ ∑ Fa
x
FFa
i i
i
i
i , that is, the problem 
is impossible.  
This theorem must be interpreted. The proposed problem is to determine the smooth frontier 
which best approximates the original frontier, using a topology based on arc length. To say that 
the problem is impossible means that there is no solution which “best approximates”. Given 
a smooth frontier, it will always be possible to determine another (and therefore an infinity of 
them) that will be a better approximation to the original. The fact of not having the best 
approximation does not prevent the existence of good approximations, which could be calculated 
using variational methods, in particular an adaptation of the Ritz method (Smith, 1998). 
This calculation uses an opposite approach to the Finite Elements method (Reddy, 1993), in 
which there is an unknown surface to be approximated by a set of polynomial functions, 
juxtaposed in convenient points. In the smoothing of the DEA frontier, there are polynomial 
functions, juxtaposed in points previously determined by the problem data, to be replaced by 
an unknown differentiable function. 
 
3.1.2 The one output CCR model 
The condition of convexity is replaced in this model by proportionality: proportional increases 
in the inputs cause a proportional increase in the output. That is, )()( XFkXkF
rr ⋅=⋅ , which 
means that F has to be homogeneous in the first degree (Coelli et al., 1998).  So, the function 
must obey the Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions: nFFX =∇⋅ rr , or, since 1=n , 
FFX =∇⋅ rr .  This is the additional constraint that F must satisfy in the CCR model. This 
model will not be developed in this paper because the constraint imposed by the Euler 
theorem requires the development of other smoothing methods. 
 
3.2 Characterisation of the smoothing model for the two-dimensional DEA BCC case 
This is a model with only one input and one output and the facets are segments of straight 
lines. The use of a two-dimensional formulation makes Fukuda’s algorithm (Fukuda, 1993) 
not necessary, since the facets can be determined geometrically. As seen above, there is no 
smooth frontier which best approximates the original, only good approximations. To determine 
a good approximation, we must seek to minimise not just any function, but a function chosen 
from within a certain family. This family of functions is called approximating functions. 
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The choice of the approximating functions determines the complexity of the calculations and 
the quality of the solution. Quadratic approximating functions were chosen for this problem, 
for three main reasons: 
1. Parabolas have a second derivative of constant sign, which means that they are always 
concave or convex. This fact allows easy application of the frontier convexity 
constraint. 
2. According to Soares de Mello (1987), the quadratic approximating functions gives a 
good approximation to the solution in problems that have an exact solution, mainly 
when the Euler-Lagrange equation is reduced to Laplace or Poisson equations. 
3. Because the approximating functions have only three coefficients to determine, the 
complexity of calculations is relatively low, allowing in some cases an analytical solution. 
With quadratic approximating functions, if there are n Pareto efficient DMUs, there will be 
n – 1 straight-line segments joining these DMUs, and therefore n – 1 functions of the form 
iiii cxbxay ++= 2 .  As each function has three parameters, there are ( )13 −n  decision 
variables introduced into the problem of minimisation. On the other hand, each 
approximating function is required to contain the DMUs that determine each straight-line 
segment. At the DMU with the smallest input and at that of the highest output, which, 
according to Ali (1993), are always efficient, it is only necessary to apply this constraint to a 
parabola, since these DMUs are the limits of the Pareto efficient frontier. For the others, the 
constraint must be applied to two parabolas, with ( )[ ]222 +−n  constraints being introduced. 
Apart from these, the constraints of existence of derivatives (smoothness) must be 
considered, and they are necessary only in the intermediate DMUs, where the frontiers to the 
left and to the right are defined by distinct functions, yi-1 and yi. However, there are 2−n  
smoothness constraints and this results in the fact that the number of decision variables 
exceeds the number of constraints of equality by only one. Hence the problem is equivalent 
to the minimisation of a single-variable function, with the additional constraint of convexity. 
 
4. Formulation of the smoothing model for the two-dimensional DEA BCC problem 
Let D be a set of DMUs, each with one input and one output.  Further, let E be the set of the 
Pareto efficient DMUs, E1, E2, ..., Ep, of input xi and output yi.  Further let us consider that the E 
DMUs have their indices in rising order of input values.  In this case the frontier-smoothing 
problem is represented by (II), this being a Quadratic Programming Problem (QPP). 
( )[ ]{ }
( )
( )
( )( )
( )( )
( )convexityfrontier  0
1,...,2 ,DMUfor  frontier smooth  22
1,...,2 ,DMUfor  
DMUfor  
DMUfor   
st
 ' 1 min
11
2
11
2
1
11
2
1
11111
2
11
1
1
22
1
≤
−∈∀+=+
−∈∀++==++
=++
=++
+++
−−
−−−
−−−
−
=
∑ ∫+
i
iiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiii
ppppppp
p
i
x
x
iii
a
pibxabxa
picxbxaycxbxa
ycxbxa
ycxbxa
dxcxbxa
i
i
 (II) 
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The function shown in (II) minimises the sum of the arc lengths of the approximating 
functions iiii cxbxay ++= 2 .  The first two constraints ensure that the new frontier passes 
through the DMUs of smallest input and largest output, which mark the beginning of the 
Pareto inefficient region. In case there are reasons to consider that these DMUs should not be 
considered efficient by default, the corresponding constraints can be relaxed. The following 
constraints ensure continuity of the frontier and of its derivatives at the extreme efficient 
DMUs. The last constraint ensures convexity of the frontier. 
This is a QPP.  Although in must cases a solution can be found (in most of them in an 
analytical way), we will present and discuss a case of unfeasiblity. 
 
4.1 Example for the two-dimensional BCC case 
Table 1 shows values from an hypothetical example with one input and one output. The values 
in this table include the DMU with the smallest input at the origin, with the intent of reducing 
the complexity of the calculations. In a real case in which this DMU does not exist, a prior 
translation of the axes is necessary, which, although it alters the efficiencies, does not alter 
the geometry of the Pareto efficient frontier. Figure 5 shows the representation of this frontier. 
We may see that the frontier is made up of DMUs A, B and D.  If an input orientation were 
adopted, all the other DMUs would be projected onto the Pareto efficient region. If this were 
output oriented the DMU would be projected into a Pareto inefficient region. This region is 
the source of common DEA problems, which may be dealt with by methods derived from the 
smoothing model proposed in this paper (addition of constraints to the QPP). 
 
Table 1 – Values of the numerical example for the BCC case with one input and one output. 
DMU Input Output 
A 0 0 
B 5 5 
C 3 2 
D 7 6 
E 6 3 
F 8 5 
 
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0 2 4 6 8
Input
O
ut
pu
t
A
B
D
C
E
F
 
Figure 5 – Representation of the frontier in the numerical example. 
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For this set of values two approximating functions are required, bxaxy += 21  and 
edxcxy ++= 22 , and the frontier smoothing problem is given by (III). 
( )[ ]{ } ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( )
0
0
1010
6749
5525
5525
st
3
87248123
5005015min
'1'1min
2222
7
5
22
5
0
22
≤
≤
+=+
=++
=++
=+
+++++++=



 ++++++ ∫∫
c
a
dcba
edc
edc
ba
ccddaabb
dxedxcxdxbxax
 (III) 
The solution of this QPP, solved analytically, is 







−=
=
−=
=
−=
4
15
14
37
28
5
7
8
35
1
e
d
c
b
a
, that provides the two 
approximating functions xxy 7
8
35
1 2
1 +−= , valid in the stretch of the frontier defined by 
DMUs A and B, and 4
15
14
37
28
5 2
2 −+−= xxy , valid for the efficient region of the 
frontier found between the DMUs B and D. The latter parabola can be extrapolated as far as 
part of the Pareto inefficient frontier. 
Looking at Figure 6, which shows the smoothed frontier, we conclude that DMUs C and E 
are projected on to parabola y1, when input orientation is adopted. For DMU C the projection 
point is ''C . That point is closer to the input axe than the original BCC projection point 'C . 
On the other hand, ''C  is not so close to C as 'C , meaning that 
*CC
*CC"
*CC
*CC' > . It follows 
that, in what concerns the efficiency value, the smoothed model is not so benevolent to the 
DMUs as the BCC one. 
DMU F, still following input orientation, is projected onto the efficient DMU B, that is, 
simultaneously on to parabolas y1 and y2.  Since there now exists a straight-line tangent to the 
frontier at DMU B, whose equation is ( )5
7
65 −=− xy , it is possible to determine the trade-off 
between this point’s inputs and outputs, which is 7
6 . 
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Figure 6 – Smoothed frontier in the numerical example. 
 
When output orientation is used, DMU C continues to be projected onto parabola y1, and 
DMU E becomes projected on to parabola y2. Since the straight-line tangent to any point of 
parabola y2 has angular coefficient 1437145 +−= xm , the output orientation shows a 
trade-off between inputs and outputs of 2
1  for DMU E. 
DMU F, still following output orientation, cannot be projected on to the calculated smoothed 
frontier. This is caused by parabola y2 having its maximum for an input value (x = 7.4), less 
than the input of DMU F (x = 8). This means that DMU F would be being projected on to a 
decreasing region of the frontier, and that is not allowed. To solve this problem, additional 
constraints should be added. This must assume that the Pareto inefficient region starts at the 
DMU with the greatest input, and not at the efficient DMU with the greatest input. Thus, in 
this example, suffice it to impose the additional constraint 0| =∂
∂
FI
O , generating a new 
smoothing model. 
The frontier presented in this paper intersects the DEA frontier in the Pareto inefficient 
region. In the model with the additional constraint, the smoothed frontier will touch the BCC 
one in a region where no DMU is project, i.e., a region with no practical use. This model 
provides a smoothed frontier that, in a practical way, does not intersects the original one. 
 
4.2 QPP unfeasibility 
In the case of the frontier having more than one non-extreme-efficient DMU, unfeasibility of 
the smoothing QPP may occur. Table 2 shows values from a hypothetical example with one 
input and one output, that illustrate this situation. The values in this table are similar to those 
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of Table 1, with the inclusion of DMUs G and H, located on the efficient frontier, but not 
extreme-efficient. Figure 7 shows the representation of the efficient frontier, which is 
impossible to be smoothed. 
 
Table 2 – Values of the numerical example for the BCC case with one input and one output. 
DMU Input Output 
A 0 0 
B 5 5 
C 3 2 
D 7 6 
E 6 3 
F 8 5 
G 3 3 
H 9 7 
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Figure 7 – Impossible frontier to be smoothed. 
 
The inability for smoothing stems from the fact that the existence of three collinear points 
annuls the coefficient of the parabola’s quadratic term. 
If DMU H moves towards an infinitesimal reduction of its output, we have a first order 
contact problem between a straight line and a parabola (Pressley, 2001).  This problem is 
always feasible.  So, it is possible to build a Cauchy sequence of smoothable frontiers that 
converge to a non-smoothable frontier, meaning that the set of smoothable frontiers is a non-
complete metric set. 
An approach for the infeasible case consists in relaxing the constraints that impose the 
smoothed frontier to contain all the efficient DMUs.  We impose the smoothed frontier to be 
over the efficient DMUs, but that the greatest output difference must be as small as possible.  
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The frontier of the Table 2 numerical example can be smoothed with a MixMax problem in 
(IV), already in the linear formulation.  This LPP solution is showed in Table 3, where by the 
slacks analysis we can verify that DMUs A, B and H (extreme efficient DMUs) remain in the 
smoothed frontier.  The efficient DMUs that are not in the smoothed frontier, are the non-
extreme efficient ones. 
0
0
07981
0339
06749
05525
0
1010
7981
339
6749
5525
5525
0
st
min
≤
≤
≥+−−−
≥+−−−
≥+−−−
≥+−−−
≥−
+=+
≥++
≥++
≥++
≥++
≥++
≥
d
a
fedh
cbah
fedh
cbah
ch
dcba
fed
cba
fed
fed
cba
c
h
 (IV) 
 
Table 3 – MinMax problem solution. 
Variable Value 
a -0.0455 
b 1.2273 
c 0.0000 
d -0.0682 
e 1.4545 
f -0.5682 
surplus in DMU A 0 
surplus in DMU B 0 
surplus in DMU D 0.2727 
surplus in DMU G 0.2727 
surplus in DMU H 0 
 
The parabolas equations are: 
xxy 2273.10455.0 21 +−=   and  5682.04545.10682.0 22 −+−= xxy . 
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The presence of efficient, but not extreme-efficient DMUs forces the smoothed frontier to be 
less closely to the original one. This effect is a consequence of using a MinMax objective 
function instead of minimising the arc length. To properly quantify this effect we need to 
measure the distance between the two frontiers: the original one and the smoothed frontier. 
Since an arc length based topology was used in the general formulation, we can use the arc 
length to measure the distance from the smoothed frontier to the original one. In order to 
avoid some technical difficulties in integral calculus, a similar function will be used. 
Let the equation of the smoothed frontier be )(xfy = , and let the original DEA frontier be 
represented by )(xhy = . The pseudo-metric 
[ ] [ ]
[ ]∫
∫∫ −
=
n
nn
x
x
x
x
x
x
dxxg
dxxgdxxf
d
1
11
2
22
)´(
)´()´(
 represents how 
much the smoothed frontier is far from the DEA BCC original border. In the above equation 
x1 is the smallest input a Pareto efficient DMU. The largest input of a Pareto efficient DMU 
is xn. 
For the examples above, we have 00680.0=d  in the case when the QPP has solution, and 
14223.0=d  in the situation when the QPP has no solution. This numbers clearly illustrate 
the effect of efficient but non-extreme-efficient DMUs presence. 
 
4.3 Smoothed model weights and cross-evaluation 
Once the smoothed frontier is known, the equation *uxvyu oo =−  provides the smoothed 
model weights, ou , ov and *u . Since we have three variables and only one equation, we 
need yet two equations. They are obtained using the formulas for the parabola tangent.  
Combining these equations with the DEA BCC model equations we obtain (V). 
( )
( ) 12
1
2
1
* −+=
=
+=
baxx
yu
x
v
baxx
u
oo
o
o
o
oo
o
 (V) 
In order to use the equations in (V), inputs must be strictly positive. 
Knowing the multipliers allows to solve some classical DEA problems. For instance, we will 
be able to know the exact return to scale of every DMU.  In multi-dimensional problems, the 
importance of each input (or output) for every DMU can be determined. 
The smoothed frontier also provides a new approach for the cross evaluation model (Doyle 
& Green, 1995). It consists to evaluate one DMU by all the others. In order to perform this 
evaluation we need to calculate the arithmetic average of all the efficiencies obtained for a 
single DMU with the weights of the others. The smoothed model allows the weights to be 
uniquely determined, avoiding the choice of extreme models, such as the aggressive and 
benevolent ones. 
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4.3.1 Cross-evaluation example 
Table 4, obtained from Table 1 adding one unit to the inputs, is used for the cross-evaluation 
example. 
 
Table 4 – Numerical data for the cross-evaluation. 
DMU Input Output 
A 1 1 
B 6 6 
C 4 3 
D 8 7 
E 7 4 
F 9 6 
 
Using equation (V) we obtain the weights in the smoothed model (Table 5). 
 
Table 5 – Weights in the smoothed model for the efficient DMUs. 
DMU uo vo u* 
A 7/8 1 -1/8 
B 7/36 1/6 1/6 
D 7/8 1/8 41/8 
 
In Table 6 we can see the efficiency of all DMUs when evaluated by the efficient DMUs. We 
can observe the existence of negative efficiencies, not allowed by DEA general theory.  This 
phenomena can only appear in BCC model when a DMU has an increasing return to scale. 
 
Table 6 – Efficiency of all DMUs when evaluated by the efficient DMUs. 
Evaluated by 
DMU 
A B D 
A 1.000 0.167 -34.000 
B 0.896 1.000 0.167 
C 0.688 0.625 -5.000 
D 0.781 0.896 1.000 
E 0.518 0.524 -1.857 
F 0.597 0.667 0.111 
 
We can consider that DMU D, which leads to negative efficiencies, is not truly efficient and 
will not be allowed to evaluate other DMUs in the cross-evaluation model. In Table 7 we can 
see the average “cross-efficiencies”. 
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Table 7 – Average “cross-efficiencies”. 
DMU Efficiencies 
B 0.947917 
D 0.838542 
C 0.656250 
F 0.631944 
A 0.583333 
E 0.520833 
 
5. Conclusions 
Clearly the strong point of DEA is the study of cases with multiple inputs and outputs. 
This paper deals only with the less important case of one input and one output case. 
However a general theory for the general case has been developed. The main difficulty in 
solving the multi-dimensional case is the determinations of the facets equations. This is a NP 
hard problem (Fukuda, 1993). Another problem is that each extreme-efficient DMU belongs 
to an undetermined number of facets, avoiding to build the general smooth constraint. The 
multi-dimensional case needs a rather different approach, even using the same general 
theory. It may be possible to choose one single approximating function for the complete 
frontier, instead of one approximating function for every facet. Such an approach, for the 
special case of a single output and multi-outputs, has been presented by Soares de Mello 
et al. (2002). 
The calculation of tradeoffs for the two-dimensional case leads to the definition of a new 
production possibilities set P. This new set is made up of the union of the set defined by the 
classic BCC model and the region of ℜ2 between the classic frontier and the parabolic arc 
which replaces it. Re-definitions of the set P are common in the historical developments of 
DEA, but normally in the sense of constraining the production possibilities, as occurred 
when moving from the CCR model to the BCC model, and on to the FDH (Free Disposal 
Hull) model (Deprins et al., 1984). In all these cases, the changing of the set P was beneficial 
to the DMUs, that is, caused increases in their efficiencies. In the case of smoothing of the 
frontier, the broadening of the set P is more constraining on the DMUs, causing decreases in 
their efficiencies. 
In the classic BCC model, all the DMUs belonging to the same facet present the same return 
to scale. Changes in the return to scale occur only at the vertices. In the smoothing model the 
return to scale varies continuously along the whole frontier. 
This smoothed model can bring a new ranking in which some old efficient DMUs are no 
longer in the frontier.  However, the aim of this model is not the ranking, but questions 
related to the tradeoffs and weights.  It has been used in a new cross-evaluation model but 
new developments are needed in order to properly deal with negative efficiencies. It is 
important to emphasise that the smoothed frontier is not responsible for the negative 
efficiencies: they are a consequence of the constraints in the BCC model. 
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